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Abstract. A natural interaction with appliances in smart environment is a high-
ly desired form of controlling the surroundings using intuitively learned inter-
personal means of communication. Hand and arm gestures, recognized by depth 
cameras, are a popular representative of this interaction paradigm. However 
they usually require stationary units that limit applicability in larger environ-
ments. To overcome this problem we are introducing a self-localizing mobile 
robot system that autonomously follows the user in the environment, in order to 
recognize performed gestures independent from the current user position. We 
have realized a prototypical implementation using a custom robot platform and 
evaluated the system with various users.  
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1 Introduction 

The notion of smart environments has started to slowly affect our daily lives. Ever 
more technical devices and computers are placed into our surroundings, providing 
comfort functions, security features and entertainment to a variety of users - overall 
trying to improve the individual quality of life. However, the increased number and 
functionality of devices causes an increased cognitive load on the user, trying to keep 
an overview and staying in control. One method to reduce this load is implicit control 
of the environment, e.g. by automatically controlling the lighting when the user enters 
a new room. While this non-intrusive form of environmental control can be powerful, 
there are various interactions that have to be performed in an explicit way, either if 
the user wants to stay in control, or if the system did not engage in the desired actions. 
Traditionally this explicit interaction is performed using devices like as switches or 
remote controls, or in modern applications using central control units that communi-
cate with a smartphone or tablet. 

An intuitive approach to this explicit control is natural interaction that relies on in-
terpersonal communication tools - speech and gestures [1]. In terms of interacting 
with an environment this can be realized by performing a pointing gesture on a specif-
ic device, indicating the desire for manipulation, followed by a specific command, 
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e.g. using speech or certain gestures [2]. A popular method to recognize full-body 
gestures is the Microsoft Kinect that provides skeleton tracking using depth imaging 
[3]. While this allows reliable recognition, the detection range is limited to the field of 
view of a single camera, making it difficult to equip entire areas with such technolo-
gy. Although Caon et al. [4] presented a gesture recognition system using multiple 
Kinects and proved the advantages over a single one, the general limited scalability 
will remain when attempting an area-wide solution. 

Instead we propose an alternative solution, placing the depth camera on a mobile 
robot system that is integrated with the smart environment and able to follow the user, 
thus realizing a permanent gestural control of appliances throughout larger areas.  

Mobile service robots are capable to directly interact with its physical world and 
such help humans to perform different tasks. Service robots are used for vacuum-
cleaning [5], healthcare and assistance [6] and telepresence applications for motor-
disabled people [7]. Nickel et al. presented and evaluated a visual pointing gesture 
recognition system to improve human-robot interaction [8]. 

To enable safe robot navigation, a simultaneous mapping and localization mechan-
ism (SLAM) is required. For domestic environments, which are highly unstructured 
and dynamic, Grid Mapping [9] is a common and robust approach. Grid Mapping 
uses Rao–Blackwellized particle filters to create a grid map of desired resolution and 
localize the robot in it based on range sensor readings coming from laser range finders 
or depth cameras such as the Kinect. Newer approaches utilize the 3D capabilities  
of depth cameras and high GPU computing power to create full 3D maps of the  
environment [10] in real-time. 

Following humans to maintain communication and interaction is also a common 
task in robotics. Doisy et al. [11] presented and evaluated different human following 
strategies using a Kinect depth camera and the lane-curvature [12] obstacle avoidance 
algorithm. Similar research with a laser range scanner was performed by Gockley at 
al. [13]. Hiroi et al. showed a human-following robot for carrying charges and capable 
riding an elevator [14].  

Altogether much successful research has been done in fields of intelligent  
environments, natural interaction and robotics. However, our combination of a hu-
man-following robot providing a gesture recognition system to control intelligent 
environments is unique, and introduces a novel interaction scheme. We extended 
previous human-following approaches to enable the robot estimating user’s location 
after tracking loss and seamlessly recover without user’s explicit help. Our method 
was implemented and evaluated in a prototype system combining a robot platform, 
the Kinect and an intelligent environment. 

2 Device Selection and Gesture Control 

To enable the user selecting and controlling devices utilizing only hand or arm ges-
tures, the user’s location, pointing direction and spatial position and shape of all de-
vices have to be known. As a first step we need to acquire the robot-relative pointing 
direction. For that we can use the joint positions provided by a skeleton tracker,  
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e.g. taking a ray between shoulder and wrist joints. The Kinect is using fast methods 
for body pose estimation from depth image data, as presented by Shotton et al. [3]. A 
discussion about choosing appropriate joints for pointing gestures and user preference 
of different gesture types has been provided by Majewski et al. [15].  

The next step in enabling interaction requires determining the global pointing di-
rection, achieved by registering the local ray to the global coordinate system using the 
robot’s current location. In order to select the device we are pointing at, we are check-
ing for intersections with the ray. Therefore each device needs to have a spatial region 
assigned to it that should include all geometry, i.e. a bounding volume. This can be an 
oriented bounding box [16], a sphere or a 3D Gaussian blob [17] amongst other me-
thods. Since it can’t be simply assumed that the ray will intersect the desired device at 
all times, strategies to deal with ambiguous and occluded devices are required, a few 
of which have been presented by Braun et al. [18]. 

After successfully selecting a device, the user has to communicate the desired in-
tention to the system. For simple devices that solely rely on binary states, such as 
lamps, the pointing gesture itself, in combination with some temporal threshold can 
be considered sufficiently expressive. A higher amount of functionality would require 
additional control mechanisms. However, an exhaustive examination of all demands 
for any type of devices is out of scope of this work. 

3 Person Tracking Using a Mobile Robot 

3.1 Mapping and Localization 

In section 1 we already presented some common 2D and 3D SLAM approaches. 
Energy and computation power saving is crucial on mobile robots, thus the less de-
manding Grid Mapping is a reasonable choice here. It can be used in our application 
without further adaptation since it is already designed to operate in unstructured and 
dynamic environments. Of course other SLAM approaches are also applicable. 

3.2 Person Following 

The person following problem can be divided in three parts - Target detection and 
tracking, actual target following and the recovery behavior on tracking loss [13].  

Since detecting and tracking the target is already provided by the gesture control 
system we only need to care about the last two topics. For actually following a person 
we use the direction following strategy [11] [13] which showed the best results.  On 
direction following, the followed person is set as a movement target and the robot 
tries to rotate in its direction while simultaneously moving towards it. The method is 
combined with an obstacle avoidance approach to enable robust navigation. 

The third part is the behavior the robot exhibits when it loses the human. Previous 
approaches neglect this problem and implement very basic recovery behavior, like 
either stopping the robot completely [13] [14] or drive it to the last observed user 
location and hope to re-detect the human from there [11]. This behavior can be  
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suitable for industrial environments with wide hallways where tracking loss occurs 
rarely and a predictable robot movement is desired. In home environments however 
ways can be very narrow, thus the followed person can quickly disappear from ro-
bot’s view. Stopping the robot each time and calling back the user would severely 
impact the interaction experience. 

Instead we propose an approach which enables the robot to autonomously recover 
from a tracking loss without explicit help of the user. Therefore we try to predict mul-
tiple potential locations of the user based on knowledge of the environment, and let 
the robot explore those locations sequentially. Location prediction is done using a 
variant of the particle filter [19]. A particle filter in general tries to estimate a sys-
tem’s state by sequentially simulating multiple possible system states at the same 
time. To implement a particle filter two functions are required – a system model and 
an observation model. The system model is a probabilistic function predicting a  
particle’s next state in a simulation step, given its current state and environment ob-
servations. The observation model tells us the likelihood of an observation given the 

current state. At each point  the system has a set  of n particles with importance 

weights  from the previous step, and creates a new particle set  with impor-

tance weights . To allow particles to quickly disappear when inside the robot’s 
view, we use the Sequential Importance Resampling (SIR) version of the algorithm 
with resampling at every step: 

1. Randomly sample a subset of particle  out of  with replacement, using 

their importance weights  as selection probabilities.  

2. Predict the next state of each particle in  according to the system model and 

save the new particles in . 

3. Assign each particle in  a new importance weight  given current observa-
tions. 

4. Normalize the importance weightings to have a sum of 1.0. 

A suitable system model for predicting a next possible state was developed by test-
ing and improving different configurations. For our current version the system state 
contains the person’s location , indirected movement speed , its orientation  and 
the rotational speed . Following listing shows the steps to compute the next state  
from : ~ · ∆ , 0.04   (1) ~ , 0.16 · ∆ · max , and limit its value to lie in 0, max . ~ · ∆ , 0.16 , and limit its value to lie in , . ~ , 0.16 · ∆ · max , and limit its value to lie in  0, max  

Note that max , max , max  and max  denote upper bounds of the fastest possible 
particle movement. 
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It is remarkable that in 15 of the 50 timeouts the robot managed to re-detect the us-
er after stopping at current pose. Apparently the particle filter provided a good estima-
tion about the user’s position so the robot was indeed facing the person but the skele-
ton failed to actually detect it before timeout. 

During the complete second round only 3 interventions occurred. Two times the 
robot tried to backup into the kitchen and got stuck at a ground threshold which can-
not be detected by the Kinect for now. The third time the particle filter estimated a 
wrong user location and the robot couldn’t correct it before timeout. Altogether the 
robot completed 10 of 13 runs without any interventions, and two of the three recov-
ery failures were caused by physical incidents.  

The user experience was evaluated in a questionnaire using Likert-scales from 1 to 
9. Significant agreement is a number of 7 or more on average while disagreement is 
indicated by 3 or less on average. In general the users found the robot’s behavior ap-
propriate, but a majority of eleven users felt at least a little bit disturbed by the robot.  
While six of the thirteen candidates were actually willing to adapt the living environ-
ment to the robots needs, ten stated that they wouldn’t like to change their walking 
behavior. A correlation between the acceptance and the user’s experience with service 
robots or gesture control could not be determined. 

Since the robots maximum speed was limited to a fraction of normal walking speed 
some users experienced the robot blocking the doorway when they tried to move from 
checkpoint 8 to 9. A better avoidance behavior and prediction of the user’s next poss-
ible movement was desired. Another common proposal was to increase the maximum 
searching time of the robot. The timeout of 20 seconds seems to be chosen as to 
small, at least with respect to the low robot speed. The choice was mainly motivated 
by attempting to limit the maximum time an evaluation run takes. For real applica-
tions there is no problem in increasing the timeout threshold. The results show that the 
following performance is mainly restricted by the skeleton tracker and not the follow-
ing algorithm and particle filter itself. Assuming a good person tracker, the proposed 
recovery approach is able to find the user after tracking loss in the very most cases. 
Besides less recovery failures a better tracker will also cause a reduction of the driven 
way. At same time the driving speed of the robot can be safely increased, further im-
proving the following performance. The global user localization by itself is quite  
accurate, but the pointing direction precision suffers from the user’s self-awareness.  

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this work we have designed and presented a flexible gesture recognition system 
applied on a mobile robot platform and enabling human-machine-interaction in intel-
ligent environments. We have presented a generic methodology that allows simulta-
neous person tracking, following and gesture control. Existing methods for person 
following have been adapted for indoor scenarios, enabling fast loss recovery using a 
particle filtering algorithm that estimates potential user location and provides a step-
wise exploration of candidate areas. The system has been implemented in a prototypi-
cal form using a custom mobile platform, a Kinect and a regular PC. Combining this 
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with an existing model of an actual living lab that includes all controllable appliances, 
a full prototype realizing following a user, recognition of pointing gestures and con-
trol of appliances has been created. We have evaluated the following performance in a 
study with multiple users in a real setting and virtual targets for reference. We were 
able to verify the feasibility of such a system using this approach.  

Nevertheless there is still room for improvement. First of all a better skeleton 
tracker which doesn’t rely on background subtraction is required to allow a more 
reliable tracking of users. Pure optical trackers show good results, thus a combination 
of both depth and color trackers is reasonable. It also is conceivable to use different 
person trackers for gesture recognition and following, since following does not re-
quire joint extraction but needs more robust human detection instead. The particle 
filter for estimating the user’s position can be improved by using additional informa-
tion sources, such as motion detectors already applied in the intelligent environment. 
Further the hardware of the robot needs to be adjusted to improve operation in real 
home environments. Better mechanics would allow overcoming carpet edges and 
enable faster robot movement; additional range sensors can help in capturing very low 
obstacles. Another aspect is the human-robot interaction. For actual usage methods 
have to be provided allowing the user to give different instructions to the robot, for 
example for stopping or driving to a specific location. Regarding devices that have 
multiple controllable properties, e.g. sound volume and track number on a stereo sys-
tem, further investigation is necessary. The device selection itself can be improved by 
providing direct feedback about the pointing direction computed by the robot, for 
example with a moving laser pointer mounted on the robot [15].  

Allowing multiple users can be considered. Simultaneously tracking two or more 
humans is mainly restricted by the optical view aperture and spatial position of robot 
and users, therefore algorithms for a smarter positioning of the robot have to be de-
veloped. Context acquired by the intelligent environment can be taken into account as 
well. For example the robot can be instructed to ignore sleeping or otherwise busy 
users.  
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